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Abstract
In this study the crude petroleum market is linked to the market of refined
petroleum products through a set of technological relationships.
An econo
metric study is used to quantify the existing relevant variables.
The price
equations for each refined product are used to derive estimates of elasticities
with respect to quantity supplied, price of domestic crude oil and price of
imports.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Parameters of the structural relationships are esti

This study describes the relationship between demand

mated by two stage least squares, given the simultane

and supply of refined products and the demand for crude

ous framework within which all relationships were

petroleum.

specified and the sample period performance and pre

Despite the growing importance of joint

product industries, econometric attempts to character

dictability of models are evaluated.*

ize these technologies have met with only limited suc

2.

THE DEMAND FOR CRUDE PETROLEUM

cess. (8, 23)
Crude petroleum is used in the refinery process, along
A few studies have provided econometric estimates for
selected refined petroleum product categories.

with natural gas liquids, in order to produce refined

In
products.

The amounts of crude petroleum demanded can

this study all of the refined petroleum product cate
be derived from the estimation of the demands for re
gories are taken into consideration.

Demands and sup
fined products.

plies will be econometrically estimated.

Estimation of these demands is also

Manne's
important in determing the necessary mix of products

study of the U.S. refining industry addressed the pro
to be refined at any given period of time.

The follow-

duct-mix alternatives constrained by refining capacity
ind equation represents the technical relationship
through a linear programming model.

(4)

Adams and
between crude and 10 major refined product categories:

Griffin also attempted the estimation of the refining

10
I
Cnt - NGt - GAt = Dt
n=l

process through linear programming methods that were
adapted to reflect the jointness in production.

(1)
where:

In this study the demand for crude oil is linked to

Cnt is the demand for each refined product

the demands for refined products through a set of tech

category

nological relationships and the price equations for

NG^ is the amount of natural gas liquids used in

each refined product are used to derive estimates of

the refining process

elasticities with respect to quantity supplied, price

GA^ is the processing gain obtained from the

of domestic crude oil and price of imports.

*Thc study is part of a larger model that can be found in (5, 6, 7).
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D

expansion of fuels owing to such processes as

price of coal chemicals (PCCt) , which constitute an

reforming and cracking

important substitute.

is the amount of crude petroleum demanded.

The number of oil burners (OILBt)

is directly related to the demand for distillate fuels;
the average miles flown (MFt) , to the demand for kero-

The processing gain represents the expansion of fuels
owing to some refining processes such as reforming and

sine; the output of the chemical industry (CHEMt) , to

cracking, and is the final component needed to deter

the demand for liquified fuels; the number, use and

mine the total amount of refined liquids.

efficiency of cars, trucks and buses (AGVt) , to the

The quanti

ty of processing gain (GA) increases in direct propor

demand for gasoline; and, the miles of paved roads

tion to the amount of natural gas liquids added for

(MUU^), to the demand for road oil and asphalt.

refining (NG).

A linear time trend (T ) representing

Because of the sizeable sensitivity of heating uses to

technological change has been added to the estimating

temperature, the petroleum industry's heating degree

equation:

days variable (DD^), was added in the demands for re

GAt = f(NGt> St , T)

sidual fuel, distillate fuel, kerosine, and liquified
_
**
fuel.

The refinery process utilizes not only crude oil and
lease condensate but also natural gas liquids.

The
The available stock of oil consuming equipment is a

amount of natural gas liquids added, because of econo
principal determinant of the demand for any given
mic and technological factors, has been steadily in
petroleum product because it is generally not possible
creasing over time.

The quantity of natural gas li
to substitute alternative fuels in machines designed

quids (NG) is positively related to the price of crude

to run on a specific fuel.

Substitutions between fuels

relative to the price of natural gas liquids (P/PNG)
takes place in the long-run, as new

and a time trend (T):

in place.

equipment is put

In the short-run, economic factors determine

NGt = f(Pt/PNGt , T)
the intensity with which equipment will be used.

There

The price of crude oil (P) is assumed to be positively
fore, short-run elasticities are expected to be less
related to the sales of refined products and the price
than long-run elasticities (in absolute value) because
of crude imports (PM), and negatively related to the
complete adjustment of consumer demand to changes in
price of natural gas (PNG), and the extent of refinery
income and/or prices often takes years.
capacity utilization (REF).

To capture

A distributed lag of the
these elasticities the lagged dependent variable was

sales of refined products (C) rather than actual sales
introduced as an exogenous variable in the equation.
are used, because a sustained increase in sales of
4.

refined products (C) rather than actual sales of re

IMPORT AND END OF THE YEAR STOCK EQUATIONS

fined products must occur if the price of crude pet

Demands for imports were specified for those refined

roleum is to increase.

products for which imported amounts were more than 5

Hence, the price of equation

of the model is:

percent of the total supply.

Pt = f(PNGt , PMt , REFt , Ct)
3.

These products are the

residual fuel and distillate fuel.

The import

equations were specified as a function of the degree

DEMANDS FOR REFINED PRODUCTS

of utilization of domestic refining capacity (REF^),
The demands for refined products (Cn t ) , are a function
the stocks at the end of the year (STt), and the do
of their own prices (Pnt), and per capita real income
mestic supply of the product.
0't ) .

In the demand for residual fuel, wax, road oil,

asphalt, still gas and petrochemical feedstock, the

Stock's equations were estimated for the residual fuel,

price used is the relative price with respect to the

distillate fuel, lubricants and kerosine.

* **

'

.

~

■ -------

-•

- -

- --

Distillate fuel is primarily used for heating and is closely related to
the number of oil burners in use and the weather. Residual fuel is used
for heating and by public utilities in the production of electricity.
Kerosine is used for heating (there is a decreasing use of kerosine for
heating), as an industrial fuel and as fuel in commercial jet aircraft.
Lubricating oil used for automotive consumption (about half) and the re
mainder is used in industry. Technological change over time has reduced
the lubrication oil requirements.
**

The imports of residual fuel are on the average about 12 percent of total
suppiy and the imports of distillate fuel are about 7 percent.
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Stocks for

these products constituted at least 3 percent of the

tural relationships are simultaneously determined and

total supply.

are estimated by two-stage least squares.

Stocks at the end of the year (STt) ,

The predic

are a function of the price of the product, the im

tive ability was tested with favorable results.

ported amounts and the domestic amounts of the pro

coefficients were near zero and few turning points were

duct demanded during the year.

missed.

5.

Theil

Table 1 provides a comparison of actually ob

served values of endogenous variables for 1973-1975,

THE PRICE OF REFINED PRODUCTS

with values obtained from the equations based on the
The price equation for each refined product is a func

1959-1972 data.

tion of the wellhead domestic price of crude petro
7.

leum (Pt) , the price of imported crude (PMt) , the

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

degree of domestic refining capacity utilization (REFt) , Coefficients for most parameters estimated via 2SLS
and the amount of the product refined domestically.

were substantially larger than the respective standard

For the products for which stocks at the end of the

errors and signs agreed with hypothesized results through

year were estimated, they were also included in the

out the model.

respective price equations.

An examination of the

The fastest growing demands for refined products are

concentration ratios (CONt ) of the industry indicated
wax, liquified fuel, still gas and petrochemical feed
that inclusion of this variable would be of importance
in the kerosine price equation.

stock followed by gasoline, coke and road oil and

****
asphalt.

The short-run price elasticities of demand

All of the outputs are substitutes in production for

were found to be lower than the long-run price elasti

each other given the jointness in the production func

cities as it can be seen from Table 2.

tion.

noticing the long-run elasticities for coke and road

However, the substitution responses are much

stronger between some products than others.

(3) Gaso

oil and asphalt are very low.

It is worth

This is because of the

line is a strong substitute with respect to distillate

relative absence of substitutes for both products.

and petrochemical feedstocks because the raw material

particular, about half the petroleum coke is being used

for gasoline, the light and heavy gas oils, can be

as a refinery fuel without ever being marketed.

In

All of

either run through the catalytic cracking process to

the short-run price elasticities of demand were low

make gasoline or blended directly to produce distil

except for the still-gas and petrochemicals which was

late oil.

elastic.

Strong substitution between gasoline and

Due to the uses of the fuels and substituta

petrochemical feedstocks is also to be expected since

bility the demands for wax and kerosine and still gas

light naphthas, which are a feedstock to the catalytic

and petrochemicals become elastic in the long-run.

reformer for gasoline production, are also a primary
petrochemical feedstock.

Table 2 also presents the short-run elasticities of the
prices of domestically refined petroleum prices with

The substitution channels between kerosine and other

respect to the price of domestic and imported crude

outputs are ones where all outputs exhibit fairly simi

petroleum.

lar substitution responses.

tic price of crude oil have had a larger effect on the

This phenomeon is due to

It can be seen that increases in the domes

the distillation property of kerosine which is between

prices of refined products than what increases in prices

the gasoline and distillate cuts from the distillation

of imported crude have.

*®^t, with a part, but not all of the kerosine serving

elasticities are all low.

as input in the manufacture of the two products.
6.

8.

ESTIMATION AND VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

USING THE MODEL FOR PROJECTIONS UNDER
ALTERNATIVE CRUDE OIL PRICE POLICIES

A set of values that can be characterized as "median"

*n*e econometric model consists of 10 demand equations

was assumed to depict the future situation of the petro

for refined petroleum products, 10 price equations, 4

leum market.

stock adjustment equations, 2 import equations, and 3
technological equations.

The short-run supply price

The parameters of the struc

Inflation is projected at an annual rate of 5 percent

* * * *

High concentration ratios were found for kerosine, road oil and asphalt,
coke and lubricants.
However, only the concentration ratio for kerosine
was varying over time.
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and per capita real income is assumed to be increasing

The demand and supply of all refined product categories

at 1.2 percent per annum.

were found to be inelastic with respect to price in

Domestic refining capacity

utilization is assumed to remain at 90 percent of total

the short-run.

Also, the short-run elasticities of

with the total capacity remaining constant at its 1975

the prices of refined products with respect to the

level.

price of domestic crude oil and the price of imported

The price of natural gas is assumed to be in

creasing at the rate of 10 percent per year over the

crude oil were both low.

sample period.

to the price of domestic crude oil was found to be only

The elasticity with respect

Population projections follow the Series II projections

slightly higher than the elasticity with respect to the

of the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

price of imported crude oil.

The controlled do

mestic price of crude oil is assumed to be increasing

Projection of the equilibrium quantities for the 10

at 6 percent per year, only slightly higher than the

refined product categories yields a slowly increasing

rate of inflation.

demand for crude oil when present controls on the price

The decontrolled price of domestic

crude oil is assumed to rise to the level of the world

of domestic crude are assumed to continue.

price (the 1977 world price), and increase at the rate

policy of decontrol the resulting higher prices of re

of ten percent per year thereafter.

The impacts of

Under the

fined products to the consumer contribute to only a

the continuation of the present controls on the price

very slight decrease in the derived demand for crude

of domestic crude petroleum versus decontrol on the

oil over the period 1978-1983.

equilibrium quantity for each refined product, over
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Table 1.

Comparison of Actual and Predicted Equilibrium Quantities
(Thousand barrels)

Actual

Year
Predicted

Acutal

Predicted

____ Year
Actual

Residual fuels

1,030,177

1,008,212

963,216

990,635

887,963

852,639

Distillate fuels

1,128,714

1,135,203

1,075,916

1,098,819

1,039,841

1,050,001

59,171

55,335

56,670

55,727

50,169

51,467

Keorsine and
Jet fuel

393,111

396,817

361,710

381,197

373,476

381,326

Liquified fuels

127,632

126,400

116,994

125,040

109,333

129,100

Lubricants

Coke
Gasoline
Wax

Year

Predicted

95,156

96,602

87,056

97,428

90,048

98,440

2,452,687

2,455,368

2,402,392

2,463,824

2,450,296

2,459,520

6,941

6,021

6,801

6,066

6,076

6,067

Road Oil and Asphalt

190,434

189,360

175,614

175,868

152,837

158,360

Still Gas and
Petrochemicals

306,687

307,911

308,192

307,802

292,124

299,104

Total liquids

5,790,440

5,777,227

5,554,561

5,602,406

5,452,163

5,386,024

Demand for Crude Oil

4,537,254

4,548,997

4,428,726

4,668,671

4 ,S41,426

4,488,353

Table 2.

Refined Proudct
Wax
Road Oil and
Asphalt
Liquified Fuels
Still gas and
Petrochemicals
Residual Fuels
Kerosine
Coke
Distillate
Gasoline
Lubricants

Elasticities Derived from the Econmetric Model

Short-run
Price
Elasticity
of Demand

Short-run
Price
Elasticity
with regard
to price of
domestic crude

Long-run
Price
Elasticity
of Demand

0.64

2.28

0.06
0.15

0.07
0.27

0.91
0.06
0.92
0.04
0.19
0.11
0.11

1.14
0.66
1.30
0.07
0.35
0.46
0.14
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Short-run
Short-run
Supply
Price
Elasticity
Elasticity
with regard
with regard
to price of
to price of
imported crude refined products
0.13

0.42

0.29
0.19

0.05
0.10

0.31
0.56

0.93
0.28
0.34
0.88
0.71
0.29
0.58

0.34
0.39
0.29
0.23
0.32
0.22
0.09

0.09
0.22
0.17
0.77
0.01
0.08
0.25

Table 3.

Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
AGRa

Residual fuels_____
Controls
World prices
882,001
884,180
891,600
898,420
904,440
910,050
0.6%

882,800
885,780
889,500
893,240
897,002
900,780
0.4%

Projection of the Equilibrium Quantities of Refined Products
(Thousand barrels)

Distillate fuels
Controls
World prices
1,081,033
1,089,623
1,096,883
1,101,257
1,105,778
1,110,390
0.5%

1,061,998
1,065,067
1,059,530
1,053,818
1,042,283
1,034,949
-0.5%

Table 4.

Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
AGR

Lubricants _______

54,520
55,060
55,518
55,916
56,128
56,500
0.7%

59,108
59,940
60,879
61,600
62,550
63,280
1.4%

Kerosine and
_______ Jet fuels______

376,771
376,803
376,123
375,835
375,563
375,290
—

Projection of the Demand for Crude Oil

Thousand barrels
Controls
World Price
4,777,542
4,826,639
4,863,622
4,907,403
4,940,667
4,969,722
0.8%

4,654,653
4,703,051
4,731,077
4,754,034
4,769,713
4,825,079
0.7%

______ Liquified fuels

370,268
370,090
369,638
369,059
368,383
367,831

133,880
136,520
134,950
135,602
138,501
139,160

- 0 .1 %

0.8%

132,007
133,206
133,801
134,480
135,002
135,600
0.5%

